November 2013

*Reporter, Vanderbilt Medical Center*

*Diabetes Center to celebrate major milestones*

*Research News @ Vanderbilt*

*Immunosuppressive drugs unlikely to raise fetal risk: study*

*Molecular circuits in ovarian cancer*

October 2013

*Reporter, Vanderbilt Medical Center*

*Effort to prevent childhood obesity hits halfway point*

*More resources needed to fight sex trafficking*

*Research News @ Vanderbilt*

*Study finds cognitive deficits common after critical illness*

*Grant bolsters study of nursing workforce’s future*

*Institute of Medicine honors Vanderbilt’s Clayton*

*Pharmacogenomic testing costs studied*

*Relaxin combats insulin resistance*

*Magnesium impacts vitamin D status*

September 2013

*Reporter, Vanderbilt Medical Center*

*Options to treat childhood C. diff. infection studied*

*Research News @ Vanderbilt*

*Cell changes in route to stomach cancer*

*Vaccine Research Program lands major NIH renewal*

*VU testing vaccine against new flu threat*

August 2013

*Reporter, Vanderbilt Medical Center*

*Center for Quality Aging forges community bonds*

*Research News @ Vanderbilt*

*$5.2M NIH grant bolsters colorectal cancer research*

*Antipsychotic drug use in children for mood/behavior disorders increases type 2 diabetes risk*

*Noninvasive test detects stomach bug*

July 2013
_Reporter, Vanderbilt Medical Center_

**Defining patient retention**

**June 2013**

_Reporter, Vanderbilt Medical Center_

Correa honored by gastroenterological society  
Buntin to chair new Department of Health Policy  
VU study identifies new mechanism for cancer development

**Research News @ Vanderbilt**

Experts predict ‘unbanked’ will face challenges getting health insurance  
Chemical causes kidney failure in mosquitoes: study

**May 2013**

_Reporter, Vanderbilt Medical Center_

VU to lead prostate cancer treatment research effort  
Conference highlights latest developmental biology research  
VICC hosts cancer researchers during annual retreat  
Study finds state-to-state variation in benign lung disease diagnosis  
Food variety drives overeating in mouse model of obesity syndrome  
New computer speeds clinical data collection  
Five elected to Association of American Physicians  
2013 Tennessee Women’s Health Report Card shows movement in the right direction  
Grant targets new therapies for Ebola, Marburg viruses

**Research News @ Vanderbilt**

Study finds disagreement on the role of primary care nurse practitioners

**April 2013**

_Reporter, Vanderbilt Medical Center_

Study reveals broad dangers of trans-fats  
Lack of exercise not a factor in health disparities  
BMI Gene study expands to people of African ancestry  
Clinic helps foster recovery from initial psychotic breaks  
A role for blood vessels in delirium?  
Cancer studies reveal new genetic variants  
Vanderbilt researchers work to balance flu vaccine debate  
Residents’ reduced hours don’t impact care, education  
VU’s Arteaga to lead American Association for Cancer Research
March 2013

Reporter, Vanderbilt Medical Center

Study finds high soy diet before lung cancer diagnosis improves survival
Surveillance network tracks shift in cause of childhood diarrhea
New holders of endowed chairs honored
Spine surgeons tailoring treatment to each patient
New center to focus on treating, preventing TB
Eye disorder’s genetic risk factors come into focus
Structural snapshot hints at new influenza approach
VU experts help craft AMA paper on safe transitions for patients
Pancreas cells full of potential
Vanderbilt study finds maternal diet important predictor of severity for infant RSV
Potent genetic risk factor for breast cancer identified
Clayton, Frangoul elected to American Pediatric Society
New fluorescent agent shines light on bladder cancer cells

February 2013

Reporter, Vanderbilt Medical Center

Long-term effects of prostate therapies tracked
Vanderbilt, GE unite to study colon tumor development

January 2013

Reporter, Vanderbilt Medical Center

Study helps define pancreatic cancer’s cellular origins
Gunshot study inspires violence prevention program
Study reviews medication adherence interventions
Three new genetic links to colorectal cancer
MPH Global Health track addresses emerging needs